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COVER PHOTO: Sam Moore's sawmill along Oak Creek being
built in approximately 1908. Full frame photograph and more
details on page 14. Mills of this type were scattered throughout the
hills in what later became the McDonald-Dunn portion of the OSU
Research Forests.



"CUTTING CEDAR PLANKS"

Native Americans were cutting cedar planks for houses long
before sawmilling arrived in the Pacific Northwest. To begin the
process, they cut cavities in tree trunks and drove wedges in at
the top to begin separating the cedar into planks. They also
pulled planks away from the tree by rope, or with a wooden
crosspiece used as a sliding wedge. This sketch by Hilary
Stewart is among several in her book CEDAR, which
demonstrates the process and explains the importance of cedar
trees to the Native Americans.
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INTRODUCTION

Many people see the McDonald-Dunn portion of Oregon State
University Research Forests as a misty, green backdrop to Corvallis

a bather to the westward expansion of the city, a University teach-
ing laboratory, a recreation spot for hikers, bird watchers and moun-
tain bikers. But, as Chris Anderson, an OSU associate professor of
English living on the forest fringe, observed in an essay: It also is a
"Forest of Voices."

As such, it echoes a history of human activity reaching back to
at least 10,000 years when the first people arrived in the area. This
booklet covers a small slice of that time to present some of the voices
of a relatively recent era.

Those voices come from a period when lumber was king in the
Pacific Northwest when the woods of the future OSU Research
Forests vibrated with the sounds of steam whistles, screaming saws
and the slap of fresh-cut lumber onto piles for transport to market.
Hundreds of men struggled in these woods to make their living by
turning trees into lumber shortly after the opening of the 20th Century,
and through the Great Depression of the 1930s. Some of the area's
mills were large; most in the future Research Forests were small,
operated by individuals with limited fmances but a wealth of dreams
and aspirations. Some realized their dreams; others struggled because
factors such as limited job skills, education or money left them no
choice.

This booklet has been written in the hope of giving the reader a
brief glimpse of that past. In some measure, it blends what is some-
times seen as a fine line between archaeology and history. Or, as
archaeologist J.O. Brew observes:

"One of the primary aims of archaeology is to reconstruct con-
jecturally not only the buildings and industries and arts of bygone
time, but also the way of life of the builders of those buildings and the
practicers of those arts."
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"STEAM TRACTOR!,
Steam tractors such as this one were frequently used to haul logs and power
steam mills. Originally designed to help thresh crops, the tractors often were
touted as being profitable for small sawmill operators because they could be
easily moved and had enough power to operate a variety of mill equipment. The
machines had their heyday from about 1895 to 1912. But the monster machines
powered small sawmills in the future McDonald-Dunn Forest well into the
1930s. Saw chips and other mill residue powered the tractors.
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SAWMILLING: A JOURNEY BEGINS

William R. Coote is a name not commonly found in history
books. No monuments have been built to commemorate Coote, who
was born in 1893 to English and German immigrants in the Summit
area of the Oregon Coast Range west of Corvallis. Few people think
about him on Labor Day.

Although he died in 1977, Coote's working-man tracks remain in
gradually deteriorating and brush-hidden fragments of brick, metal
and wood. This cultural debris represents what is left of three small
steam-powered, Depression-era sawmills he once operated in
McDonald-Dunn Forest.

As a life-long sawmill worker, Coote might be considered typical
of other so-called "sawdust savages" in the historic sawmill industry.
Many, particularly those in small mills employing fewer than a dozen
people, toiled under noisy, dangerous working conditions for low wages
to cut framing for the region's homes, railroad ties and bridge plank-
ing to further support commerce and the building of a nation.

OSU RESEARCH FORESTS: The OSU Research For-
ests have been owned and managed by the University's Col-
lege of Forestry for more than 60 years. The lands were ac-
quired by donation and purchase to strengthen research and
educational programs of the College. They have frequently
been used for research by thousands of students over the years.

Today the Research Forests provide valuable timber,
clean water and recreational hiking, biking and horseback riding
opportunities. Management aims to demonstrate that all forest
values can coexist.
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"TRAM ROADS"

Several types of roads were used in logging and sawmill work. 1. Illustrates a
longitudinal-plank-road type with movable sections. 2. About the same as No. I,

but has poles on the inside of the tracks for greater safety. 3. Ordinary road

chopped out on dry, well-drained soils. 4. Trucks equipped with flanged wheels

sometimes ran on wooden tracks or on poles. 5. Lateral log road used for

crossing streams and swamps. 6. Sometimes special wheels enabled vehicles to

run both on steel rails and regular roads. This type often was used on steep

hills.
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But before we explore Coote's life, let's look closer at the indus-
try and the era that shaped his life.

THE BASIC MILL
Besides manpower, many of the small mills consisted of: A "head

rig" saw as a basic lumber-cutting tool; a "carriage" upon which logs
were shuttled back and forth through the "head rig" saw; an "edger"
saw to create boards with parallel sides and divide wide boards into
acceptable widths and grades; and a "trim saw" to cut board ends
square. Some small sawmills used horses or oxen to pull logs to mill
ponds or storage piles called "decks" to await sawing. The lumber
frequently went elsewhere for finishing, or "planing."

Besides dimension lumber such as the 1-by-2s or 2-by-4s famil-
iar to weekend home carpenters, many of the mills also cut bridge
planking for the Nebraska Bridge Co. The Nebraska-based company
bought planking from most of the region's mills, including Valley
Mills off Soap Creek Road, and those operated by William Coote.

Philomath resident and retired mill worker Everett McKeehan
recalled working at the Valley Mills during the fall and winter of
1938-39. For 30 cents an hour, the itinerant mill worker read the
sawyer's hand signals to set a ratchet on the mill's log carriage to get

SAWMILL CREW: Small sawmills hired anywhere
from one to a dozen employees. Besides a sawyer, whose
duties are detailed in a separate passage, small mills had: A
"deckman" who assisted in the turning of logs to be sawed; a
"tail sawyer" or "off-bearer" who took away the boards and
slabs when they were cut, and who operated the edging saw;
a "lumber piler" who took lumber from the rear of the mill to
a drying yard; and a handyman who often worked as "mill-
wright," mechanic and oiler. Steam mills generally had one
man to feed the firebox to keep steam up to the required
approximate 150 pounds per square inch. Duties were fre-
quently shared with the general exception of the speciality
job of sawyer in mills with few employees.
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"SAWYER'S HAND SIGNALS"

Sawyers are considered to be the most important members of a sawmill crew, as
they determine how best to cut logs into lumber. Before the computer age,
sawyers communicated with their assistants through a series of complicated
hand signals because they couldn't be heard over the scream of saws and other
sawmill noise. The above illustration is a generally accepted code of hand
signals for sawyers. They are only a few of the signals commonly used. Each
sawyer usually had a few of his own. To have his assistant turn a log, a sawyer
raised an open hand with the palm outward and then dropped it to his side. The

sawyer put up a closed fist and held it up until the log was positioned.
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desired lumber cuts from the logs. He described the mill as "a steam
mill with a boiler fired with wood slabs from the saws," typical of
many early mills. About seven men worked at the mill, which he said
was about one-quarter mile from the historic Soap Creek School and
tied to the main road by a wood-plank road. McKeehan said he lived
in a small, one-room shack built from rough-cut lumber on the mill
site and heated by a wood stove.

Some mills generated their own little communities, or logging
camp atmosphere. La Pine resident Gordon Davis recalled that there
were about "12 to 15 little old shacks" around the Soap Creek Mills
when he worked there in 1929. The mill workers lived in those homes,
he said. There also was a small store and a two-story house that
doubled as a rooming house and cook house for mill employees.

Davis was 19 when he worked at the mill with five other men. "I
ran lumber out of the mill to put onto a truck" after it was cut by a
double circular saw arrangement powered by a steam-tractor-type boiler,
he recalled. "I also ran the trim saw and helped build skid roads . . .

they called them puncheon (split log or rough slab) roads . . . they
were 10-foot-long logs about four feet apart with lumber between the
logs.

"This was a horse-logging outfit," Davis added, but Douglas -fir,
hemlock and cedar timber pulled from the woods by horse teams was
moved from a small mill site about two miles away with "an old
Chevy truck." Lumber went to a planing mill at the now defunct
community of Wells, east of Coffin Butte and north of Adair Village,
off Oregon Highway 99W.

SAWYERS: Frequently called men with X-ray eyes, they
were the most important men in a sawmill. They determined how
to get the most boards from a single log, using special hand
signals to direct the turning of logs to achieve those cuts on the
"head rig" saw. The sawyer moved the carriage back and forth,
but its parts for positioning the logs were operated by a "setter."
The setter moved the log on the "carriage" after getting the sawyer's
hand-signal instructions.
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"WHAT THE SAWYER SEES"
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When sawyers looked at logs, they "saw" a variety of cuts of lumber. This
illustration shows what a sawyer might see in a Douglas-fir log about 42 inches
in diameter. Smaller diameter logs are used to cut other dimension lumber. To
get the desired cuts, the logs must be repeatedly turned on the saw carriage.
This illustration came from the West Coast Lumbermen' s Association, and
shows the skills a sawyer had to bring to his craft. Computers now sometimes
size the lumber, replacing the X-ray eyes of the sawyer.
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Horses were a way of life at these early mills. Nearby fanners
often hired out their large work horses to haul logs for the mills. Coote
used two horse teams at his mills.

Loren and Frank Cooper also used horses to pull logs for their
mill on the future Paul M. Dunn Forest, recalled Loren's son, Harold.
"Dad would take us boys out to the mill on Sundays" so they could
feed the horses that stayed in a stable there, said Cooper, who was
about 10 years old and living with his family in Air lie when that mill
operated in the late 1930s. "They were big black horses, with some
white around the collar . . . some guy bought them after my dad left
that mill and a car hit them and killed them."

LUMBER INDUSTRY APPEARS EARLY
The cutting of trees into lumber wasn't an invention of the region's

white pioneers. Native Indian tribes in the area had hand split cedar
logs to build plank homes long before settlers arrived to see and
admire the process and skill with which the boards were made. From
these beginnings developed the mass-production sawmilling that was
to become a Pacific Northwest trademark.

Lumber historians say the earliest production sawmills in the
United States were probably built in 1625 at Jamestown, Va., and in
1631 at Berwick, Maine. As Americans moved West, so did sawmill
technology.

POT HUNTING: Moving or taking cultural artifacts is
called "pot hunting." Such artifacts include material left by early-
day millworkers and loggers. Besides taking away from the expe-
rience of other visitors, valuable information is lost or destroyed
by such practices. Please Don't Touch! Leave things as you find
them. Take a photograph and record the location. If you believe
you have found something of value, report it to the OSU Research
Forests office at Peavy Arboretum.
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"BUILDING A SAWMILL"

Standing amid piles of rough lumber, workers pause during their construction of
a sawmill along Oak Creek. The mill, known as Sam Moore' s mill, was one of
three mills believed to have been operated along Oak Creek during the early
1900s. This photo was taken in approximately 1908 by Sam Moore. Parts of a
boiler and other mill equipment are visible within the partially framed mill.

14



It's difficult to say for certain when the sawmilling industry actu-
ally began in Oregon. However, Capt. John Meares in 1788 reportedly
added Oregon spar timbers to his China-bound cargo. The spars never
arrived in China; a sudden storm struck Meares' ship, causing him to
toss the constantly-rolling timber overboard. But his comment that
"The woods of this part of America are capable of supplying with
these valuable materials all the navies of Europe" gave a clue of things
to come.

Fort Astoria was built in 1811 with hand sawn and split timber,
some of which may have come from Native Americans who used split
planks from their industry as trade goods.

Historians differ about when Oregon's first sawmill was built.
Some authorities say it was about 1835; others say around 1827. But
they agree Dr. John McLoughlin, the Hudson's Bay Company's chief
factor, ordered it built on a tributary of the Columbia River east of Fort
Vancouver.

Thomas J. Farnam described the mill in 1839 as a "scene of
constant toil" with up to 40 "Sandwich Islanders . . . felling pines and
dragging them to the mill" where men hand-sawed up to 3,000 feet of
lumber daily for export "to foreign lands."

Wind or water frequently replaced muscle power in early saw-
mills. But development of the first practical steam engine by English
blacksmith Thomas Newcomen in 1712 really ushered in the Indus-
trial Revolution. That development ultimately proved to be a vital
source of power for early Oregon sawmills.

At least one sawmill operated in Corvallis by 1850; a dozen
existed in Benton County by 1860, producing an estimated 5.4 million
board feet of lumber that year. By 1937, the county had 40 mills; some
were in what is now McDonald-Dunn Forest.

RESEARCH: For those interested in learning more about
the history of Benton County land uses, sawmilling and related
logging, a short list of references is included on page 41 of this
booklet.
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"BREAK FOR LUNCH"

When break time came, millworkers were generally willing to stop working for
awhile. These workers are shown pausing in front of a cook shack at Sam
Moore' s sawmill along Oak Creek. It wasn't uncommon to have cook shacks as
part of sawmills so workers could refuel during their days of hard labor. The
dark line in the photo directly below the workers is a mark in the glass plate
negative, which was made in approximately 1908.
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Commercial sawmill whistles no longer scream in the University's
forests north and west of Corvallis. But sawmills have dotted the land
there since the early 1900s. Mills in the Paul M. Dunn portion of the
forest, for example, cut lumber until about 1942, when the U.S. Army
took over the area for Camp Adair military uses.

After World War fl, the University operated a portable sawmill
along Oak Creek in the southern part of McDonald Forest. Acquired
from the U.S. Army, the diesel-powered mill was a teaching labora-
tory that cut lumber on weekends from 1947 until it was sold to a
Portland junk company in 1955.

Written information about the private mills, and the millworkers,
is sparse like the fragments of the mills themselves. Their stories
often come from people who lived and worked in or around the mills
that were part of the sawmilling history of this region and the nation.

Three mills operated in the early 1900s along Oak Creek, relying
on a long wooden flume to move lumber to a holding pond near
Reservoir Road.

Some of the earliest mills sprouted on future State forest land
along Oak Creek's west and east forks. In 1907, S.H. Moore signed a
10-year agreement with Oak Creek property owners P.A. Kline and
Nora Kline to cut timber and run mills as necessary along the creek.
W.E. Rosecrans, president of the Oak Creek Flume Co., also operated
a mill along the creek. Teams of horses hauled nearby timber to at
least three Oak Creek mill sites.

JARGON: To do their jobs, sawmill workers must be fa-
miliar with logging and milling terms. Here are just a few not
mentioned in the main story: The "green chain," a sorting deck
for fresh-cut lumber; the "hog," a machine that converts sawmill
waste into small pieces to fuel wood-burning furnaces; "donkey
engine," a stationary steam engine with two drums on it to pro-
vide saw-turning power for the mills; "donkey puncher," the man
who runs the donkey engine; "dogs," the pieces of metal on a
sawmill carriage that were driven into a log to hold it in place for
sawing.
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"SAWMILL FOR OSU STUDENTS"

After World War II, students at Oregon State University got a unique teaching
laboratory. The University acquired this portable sawmill in 1947 from the U.S.
Army. It operated until 1955 along Oak Creek in McDonald Forest, giving
forest products students a weekend experience as sawmill workers. The mill
later was sold to a Portland junk dealer. Work hazards and a poor market for
the relatively low-grade lumber being cut forced the mill to close. The net cost
of the sawmill to the University was said to be about $13,800. Six to 10 students
worked at the mill at any given time. No traces of the mill remain.
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One mill was on the creek's west fork. Firebricks, cable, pieces
of metal, half-pulleys and a 'large iron wheel still mark the mill site.
Iron pipes, boiler pieces, railroad iron and wood fragments mark a
second mill site at the junction of the west fork and the main fork of
Oak Creek; a third mill was nearby, on a site along the creek's east
fork. They may have operated into the 1930s.

Several mills began operating in the 1920s in the Soap Creek and
Sulphur Springs areas, with timber being cut from future State forest
land. Some of those mills including two mills along Soap Creek
called the Valley Mills cut timber through The Depression.

Other mills in the State forest, some powered by huge steam
traction engines originally built to thresh midwest wheat, turned trees
into boards throughout The Depression. These included Coote's mills,
and an assortment of others, cutting timber from the southern to north-
ern reaches of the approximate 11,500-acre research forest.

THE INFLUENCE OF RAILS
Nothing spurred the region's early sawmill industry like the com-

ing of the transcontinental railroad in 1883. Oregon lumber could
rapidly reach a wider market; railroad building accelerated. And the
surrounding sawmills such as the Rosecrans mill filled a con-
stant demand for railroad ties, which abated only slightly during a
mild economic downturn between 1907 and 1910.

Benton County mills produced their share of railroad ties. One
Oregon State University researcher, for example, published statistics

CAMP ADAIR: In August, 1941, the U.S. Army announced
plans for a military training camp to be located in north Benton
County. On Dec. 12, just a few days after Pearl Harbor, Camp
Adair was established to handle 33,000 men. The new camp,
transformed from family farms to army base in just a few months,
encompassed previous sites of some of the sawmills mentioned in
this booklet. Part of that land is now OSU Research Forests.

19
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"OAK CREEK MILL WHEEL"

A large wheel, possibly off a steam tractor, rests along a mountain bike trail on
the West Fork of Oak Creek, marking the site of a sawmill that once existed
there. This site also is dotted with firebricks such as those lined up near the top
right edge of the wheel. A one-meter measuring stick shows the relative size of
the wheel, which lies nearly hidden in foliage.
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showing that Benton County mills produced 18,000 railroad ties in
1929.

Ties accounted for between 10 percent and 50 percent of the
production of many small Oregon mills. Sawmills often cut ties from
defective or knotty logs that were not suitable for dimension lumber.
Ties frequently were eight feet long or eight and a half feet long,
depending on railroad specifications. Some were nine feet long. They
were generally cut six inches on a side or larger.

In his 1939 bachelor's thesis, OSU student Wallace Anderson
talked about one tie mill near Peavy Arboretum. He recounted that "an
Irishman named Mahoney" in 1911 built a tie mill on Calloway Creek
east of the Arboretum. Until 1916, that steam mill cut ties from 80
acres of future Arboretum land; the ties were sold to the Southern
Pacific Railroad and later used throughout Oregon.

Although mill workers relied heavily on railroads to haul their
products from many timber and mill sites in Benton County, there
were no logging railroads built on land that later became OSU' s Re-
search Forests.

MAN-MADE RIVERS FOR WOOD
If there's any romance associated with sawmilling, it's often linked

to flumes water-filled wooden channels within which cut lumber
sails from the mills for finishing before it's exported to customers.
Some of these flumes, particularly in California, stretched for great
lengths. The California Lumber Co., for example, spent about $300,000

UNDERWEIGHTS: For small mill owners, shipping costs
often meant the difference between profit and loss. Prices for
shipments of lumber were agreed upon in advance, based on
averages. Some timber species weigh more in winter than in
summer. If the actual weight of a shipment was less than the
agreed-upon average, the mill owner made money. The drier the
wood, the more lumber the mill owner could ship for the same
delivery fee.

21
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"EARLY FLUME SURVEY"

Building a flume to transport lumber often was a lengthy procedure. This
illustration shows a preliminary survey of a flume to serve mills along Oak
Creek during the early years of this century. The flume, fully operational by
mid-summer of 1917, passed by the historic Oak Creek Schoolhouse, but didn't
necessarily follow the route proposed here. Complaints from neighbors, and a
lawsuit, caused the route to be moved slightly.
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SAWMILLS IDENTIFIED WITH THE HISTORY OF OSU RESEARCH FOREST

1. COOTE - CORNUTT
C. 1935 -1937

2. COOTE - CORNU TT
C. 1929 - 1935

3. COOTE - WEINERT
C. 1936 - 1939

4. COOPER'S MILL
C. 19.30's

5. BENNETT BROTHERS
C. 1930's

IDENTIFIED MILL LOCATIONS
6. OAK CREEK MILL

C. 1910 - 1920
7. OAK CREEK MILL

C. 1910-1937
8. OAK CREEK MILL

C. 1910-1937
9. 051.1 MILL

C. 1947-1955
10. GO VIER MILL

C. 1931-1939

11. SOAP CREEK MILL
C. 1890

12. VALLEY MILL
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in 1875 to build a flume in northern California to carry lumber 65
miles.

Oregon had its share of flumes; at least one touched McDonald
Forest.

There are several accounts of a flume carrying lumber along Oak
Creek, although little physical evidence of it still exists. The route
would have been along a line following Oak Creek and Oak Creek
Road toward the Marys River. The tales include: A lengthy right-of-
way lawsuit; the bizarre flume-related death of a sawmill engineer;
and a squabble between sawmill operator W.E. Rosecrans and mill-
area residents who fought the flume and the hauling of heavy loads of
railroad ties over Oak Creek Road.

The route of the "proposed flume" was surveyed in April, 1915.
But in June of that year, Rosecrans filed a lawsuit asking a Benton
County Circuit Court judge to break a deadlock between his company
and property owners over the purchase price of a 12-foot-wide right-
of-way for the flume. Judge J.W. Hamilton dismissed the case July 10,
1916, saying Rosecrans didn't have a right to force sale of the property
through a court-ordered settlement.

But some of the flume was apparently built and contributed to
the death on Sept. 6, 1916, of Rosecrans' sawmill engineer Jacob
Condron. The Sept. 7, 1916, Daily Gazette-Times newspaper in Cor-
vallis reported that Condron, 54, was walking back to the mill from
Corvallis when he fell off a flume plank and broke his neck:

"Searchers found the body about a mile from camp lying at the
foot of the flume trestle from which it is thought he must have slipped
in the darkness and lost his life."

Unable to complete the flume, Rosecrans hauled railroad ties by
horse and wagon from the mill to Corvallis. Fifteen property owners
petitioned the County Court to stop the hauling, saying the wagons
were destroying the gravel road. Court officials worried about putting
the mill's 10 employees out of work if they stopped the hauling.
Rosecrans got permission to reroute some of the flume along Oak
Creek Road.

Furor over the hauling and flume eventually died down. The
Daily Gazette-Times reported on Aug. 22, 1917, that Rosecrans corn-
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"RIVERS FOR LUMBER"

Flumes often were used in the early 1900s to get lumber from sawmills to
shipping points. These rivers for wood often ran for miles, spanning swamps,
streams and other obstructions. This flume photograph from the Flossie
Overman Collection was built near the Marys River in Philomath, and may have
run close to the Oak Creek flume. This picture was taken in about 1910, and
shows how the Oak Creek flume might have looked.
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pleted the flume, and the company had numerous orders for lumber.
The flume, which ran past Oak Creek School, quickly became a

magnet for school students.
Marlene McDonald writes in her book When School Bells Rang

that youngsters frequently dammed the flume to watch boards crash
together and fly "sometimes 30 feet in the air" before landing on the
ground. "At times, there were 20 to 30 boards lying on the ground"
before flume patroller "Mr. Gustafson" arrived and the pranksters fled
for home. McDonald added:

"It got to the point that if Dale Dixon (a student) was at all late
getting home, his mother would automatically give him a whipping"
for the suspected mischief.

WORKING AND STARVING
Although mill work was tough, most mill workers found enjoy-

ment in it. Davis called it a good life for him. "Sometimes we'd go to
Corvallis for fun, and hunt deer out of season because there wasn't
much money but plenty of meat tannin' around the hills."

Life was particularly difficult for mill workers during the 1930s.
Benton County's approximate 700 mill workers took home an average
of $2.95 a day in 1937, generally less if they worked for small mills.
West Coast sawmill wages were high for industries of the period. But
many small mills were poorly managed, on a financial shoestring, and
shut down often due to machinery breakdowns, bad weather and a
feast-or-famine market. Frequently folding within three years after
starting their saws, they often were branded "come by day, fly by
night" operations providing little stability for people depending upon
mill wages. Small mill owners paid little attention to replanting trees
where they had cut; the woods were full of trees, so mill owners just
moved on to nearby stands or other areas if they were lucky enough
to stay in business. Stream and erosion protection was minimal.

As McKeehan said of the Valley Mills: "It was a tiny son of a
bitch. In them days the woods was full of them. They would, go broke
and we would just move on to the next one."

Mill owners thought they helped the workers by keeping them
off welfare; workers often saw it differently. As one unnamed mill
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"OVER THE RIVER"

Rivers didn't stop flumes from transporting their cargo of lumber to planing
mills and shipping centers. This picture of a flume from the Flossie Overman
Collection shows a continuation of the flume across the Marys River in about
1910. The bridge structure to the left of the flume trestle is part of the former
Marys River covered bridge. The flumes consisted of angled sections of lumber
fitted together to form water channels to transport the lumber. The flumes often
became attractive nuisances, and occasionally resulted in deaths of people who
tried to walk along them or play on them. At least one person was killed by
falling from a flume along Oak Creek.
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worker told two OSU graduate students working on a lumber industry
master's thesis in 1936: "Yeah, he took us off from relief. The only
difference is that we are working and starving instead of just starving.
I was offered $3 a day to come here to work. Sometimes I get $5 a
week. I have no choice but to stick by it."

BILL COOTE
William "Bill" Coote was one of those who stuck by it, a fairly

typical example of mill workers of the era.
He endured hungry times, escaped being hurt by dangerous mill

machinery, watched one of his mills burn to the ground, and saw
another go to a merchant in Airlie to pay a grocery bill. But Coote
refused to quit. Later, he ran a machine shop and another mill in
Dallas, Ore. He died at 83 in Fortuna, Calif., after operating mills and
working as a millwright there.

As a farm boy, Coote grew up working with his hands. In 1919,
he stood nearly 5 feet 8 inches tall, was 25 years old and weighed 177
pounds. He returned to Benton County after mustering out of the U. S.
Navy with $21 in back pay and a skilled blacksmith rating. Coote
turned toward jobs that could best use his skills, mechanics and
sawmiLling.

During the 1920s, Coote and Hoskins-area resident Asa Bayless
Moser ran a sawmill in Hoskins.

"Yep, my dad was the sawyer and Bill was the millwright and
did odd jobs around the mill," Asa's son, Lynn, said in an interview.
Lynn's brother, also named Asa, recalled that "The mill ran on this old
Case steam tractor," a monster machine that had to ford area creeks
because it was too heavy to cross the bridges.

Such machines powered many of the area's mills, with the J.I.

TRESPASSING: Some of the mill sites noted in this guide
are on private property adjacent to Research Forest land. Some-
times it is difficult to know the location of property boundaries.
Trespassing is illegal. Please do not leave the Research Forest to
search for mill sites without prior permission.
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"TOOLS OF THE TRADE"

Rusting remnants of sawmill and logging equipment dot the ground along the
West Fork of Oak Creek at a mill site believed operated sometime during the
early 1900s. This photograph shows a half section of a pulley on the left. Two
halves of the pulley were bolted together around a solid shaft as turning points
for belts and other mill equipment. A saw blade leans against it on the right. A
meter-long measuring stick lies atop a metal shaft, to show relative size of the
artifacts. The cultural remains are all but invisible when summer's lush foliage
covers the area.
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Case Co. of Racine, Wis., being an industry leader in tractor produc-
tion during the steam engine boom of 1885-1912. Development of the
behemoths, which could weigh up to 20 tons, also spawned laws
requiring stronger bridge construction to support the machines.

By the mid-1930s, Coote and his brother-in-law, John Comutt,
were operating a mill on future University forest land off Tampico
Road near Savage Creek.

"Bill was a good promoter," recalled John Comutt's son, Clifford.
"He could sell himself and his ideas . . . he was a dreamer . . . he never
made any money but he could get a deal going . . . he had an unusual
talent that way." Clifford said Coote talked former railroad worker
John Comutt into putting up about "$1,500 to buy into the business,"
most of which went for a steam tractor that powered this mill and two
others to which he later moved. Steam power turned double circular
saws that were the mill's primary lumber-cutting saws, or head rig.
Workers cut nearby timber by hand, skidded it to a mill pond by horse
or put it by chute into a mill pond. From there, they wrestled logs by
hand onto the timber-cutting carriage. Two workers lived in a small
shack on the site as mill security.

"There was no market" for dimension lumber, Clifford Comutt
said. So the mill cut railroad ties and planks for the Nebraska Bridge
Co.

"They shipped it for no money, but got some small advances

CIRCULAR SAW: The circular saw was patented in En-
gland in 1777. By the 1860s, they were widely used as a basic
lumber-cutting "head rig" tool in Northwest sawmills. They re-
placed the so-called "muley" and "slash" saws that worked with
an up-and-down motion similar to that of a hand-held carpenter's
saw. Double circular saws a small blade above a larger one
became widely used by the 1870s, primarily to cut logs too large
for a single saw blade. Circular saws could cut anywhere from
10,000 to 250,000 board feet of timber daily and were generally
used at smaller mills. They were later replaced by band saws,
commonly used in today's large mills.
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"TWIN CIRCULAR SAWS"

Circular saws such as this pair, shown operating during 1935 in the W J. Miller
Lumber Co. mill at Dawson in south Benton County, were typical of the so-
called "head-rig" primary saw arrangements for cutting logs into lumber.
These saws were later replaced by band saws. During normal operation, the
lower saw in the picture would cut most logs. The top saw would kick in when a
log too large for the lower saw came down the sawmill carriage. The saws were
slightly offset. Early saws had solid teeth. They were replaced by saws with
removable teeth for speed and ease in sharpening.
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from the bridge company" and made additional money through com-
mon underweight shipping rules of the railroad. "It was a losing propo-
sition for our family," Comutt said of the overall mill operation. "We
were terribly poor. We had no money at all."

After working two nearby mill sites along Savage Creek, Coote
moved his operation less than a mile to the southeast, between two
streams off Tampico Road. Clifford Comutt watched the workers drive
the huge steam tractor overland in growing darkness to the third mill,
which employed about a dozen men. A plank road ultimately served
the mill from the southeast.

"Boy that old steam tractor sure did glow," Clifford Comutt
recalled. "You could see fire and steam all over."

Former Coote mill worker Neil Vanderburg also recalled:
"It was a boiler and so forth on four wheels and you just drove it

up there and they used the steam engine with a great big pulley on it
and that's what run the mill . . . I mean the whole thing was all that
tractor, line it up with the pulley and put blocks under the wheels and
fire her up and start pouring the steam to it and that's the way they ran
the mill." Chipped wood from the milling operation fueled the fire
under the boiler.

He, too, saw Coote as often strapped for cash.
"He was always pretty poor," Vanderburg recalled. "I remember

one time . . . a policeman came out there to their house to pick him up
because he wrote a rubber check for a license for his car . . . He wasn't
all that wealthy. When he paid you, he told you to hold it 'til Tuesday
or whatever and that is kind of the way it went."

But Coote was always happy, Vanderburg said, and always
searched for more tools to make his mill work better.

"I remember that my dad had a couple of 24-inch pipe wrenches
and he traded him (Coote) 2,000 board feet of 1-by-6s for fence (in
exchange) for those pipe wrenches . . . on the basis that he (Vanderburg's
father) could use them any time he wanted to."

Despite occasional financial insecurity, Vanderburg said, Coote's
mill usually cranked out lumber.

"The whistle blew at 8 o'clock in the morning. All the mills had
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"WILLIAM COOTE AND FRIENDS"

Bib overalls were the standard dress for sawmill workers of the mid-1920s and
1930s. This photograph shows William Coote (second from left) and seven of his
co-workers at a sawmill operated near Hoskins in Kings Valley. Coote later
started mills on the future McDonald-Dunn Forest. Shown in the photograph
are (from left) Bayless Moser, Coote, W.0 . "Pete" Frantz, Jack Bush, Dick
Acken, Marion Frantz, name unknown, and A.G. Burbank. This mill was typical
of mills operated at the time. This photograph was believed taken in the late
1920s.
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steam and we had steam whistles going all over that country. Eight
o'clock in the morning, one would be a little ahead of the rest." Ten-
hour days were not uncommon, Vanderburg recalled, and he was paid
35 cents an hour. Frequent "coffee breaks" were used more to resharpen
mill saws than to drink coffee.

Birdsong has replaced the steam-powered call-to-work whistles
these days. Beer cans, bottles, rotting wood from buildings, metal
fragments, half-pulleys, bearings, a double arched brick fire box, and a
crushed 1,000-gallon metal tank that stored water for the steam tractor
are among the cultural remains marking this site as a mill. Brush and
fern-covered wood and metal fragments mark Coote's earlier sites.

Coote's third mill burned in about 1938, Vanderburg and Cornutt
recalled.

"Yeah, I think that Bill Coote was pouring a bearing or some-
thing like that and a spark got in some sawdust," Vanderburg said of
the fire's cause. "Firefighting was by bucket brigade. And Coote was
the whole brigade when the fire started. I know Bill Coote told me that
if he would have had one more bucket of water, he would have got the
fire out."

Vanderburg added that Coote operated a forge on the site. De-
spite being a fire hazard, a forge was helpful in making bearings and
other parts, which mill hands couldn't just go to a store and buy.

"In those days, we used bottle bearings and you took those hand
molders, something of that sort, and you had your cast iron bearing
then you poured the hot metal inside of it. You filed it down to fit the
shaft and put the top on it."

Mill fires were common. After the Coote mill fire, Cornutt tossed
in the towel. He left the business and started a prune ranch four miles

DESIGNATED TRAILS: Please stay on designated trails
while walking through the forest. Unwanted trampling of delicate
vegetation and finding hazardous or unsafe conditions are among
common results of leaving the trails. Besides getting lost, off -trail
hikers might encounter poison oak, swamps, steep embankments
and swollen creeks.
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"COOTE MILL TRACTOR"

Sawmill worker Marion Frantz sits next to a large stream traction engine used
to power the mills operated by William Coote during the 1920s and 1930s. The
millworker gives an idea as to the relative size of the tractor, which was used to
power most of the mill's equipment. Mill owners frequently took the wheels off
such tractors to use them as stationary mill engines. They required an extensive
amount of water and fuel to operate.
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south of Independence.
Coote rebuilt. But less than a year later, Air lie grocery merchant

John Weinert took over the mill as repayment of Coote's growing debt
to him.

"Bill got credit from old John Weinert at the store to feed those
people (his mill workers)" because he was too short on cash to pay
them, Vanderburg recalled. "So what it amounted to was that it was
loaned to the individual men, but Bill Coote signed the vouchers."
When the bills didn't get paid, Weinert took the mill.

Weinert operated the mill for about two years before moving
elsewhere.

What happened to Coote?
Clifford Cornutt recalled that Coote went to Dallas, Ore., where

he operated the Crescent Machine Shop. Clifford Comutt and Coote
later built a small sawmill there, operating under the name Cornutt
Lumber Co. They operated the mill until their timber supply ran out.

"In 1953, we decided to move the whole thing to Northern Cali-
fornia," Cornutt said. Coote and Cornutt operated several small mills
in Humboldt County under the name Bear State Lumber Co.

"We then built a stationary mill south of Fortuna," Comutt said.
"We ran that until about 1958. Bill ran another small mill for about a
year or so and then he was involved primarily in small mill opera-
tions."

Coote remained in sawmilling as a millwright until about a year
before he died in 1977, Comutt said.

DANGER AND LAUGHTER
Danger is a fact of life for sawmill workers. Accidents were

common in the early days. Some injuries were serious; some weren't.
Tom Stephenson of Philomath worked for about $2.50 a day

hand-feeding sawdust to the boiler firebox at Coote's mill when Weinert
took over. In 1939, a falling snag hit him. It knocked out all his teeth,
broke six ribs, both arms and his left leg. "I really got crippled up,"
said Stephenson, who returned to sawmilling elsewhere when he re-
covered a year later.
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"BRICK FIREBOX ARCHES"

These large, brick-lined fireboxes dominate a sawmill site off Tampico Road,
believed to have been operated until about 1938 by William Coote.
Independence resident and former Coote millworker Neil Vanderburg said he
believed the fireboxes were built after Coote left the site. Vanderburg said they
probably would have been used to provide heat for a nearby lumber dryer.
Water for the steam dryer would have flowed through pipes, one of which is
shown slightly left of center. It would have been heated by the fireboxes. Tree
roots now are tearing apart the structure, the most extensive artifact found on
the site.
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Coote was luckier. Lynn Moser recalled hearing his father tell a
story about Coote escaping injury at the Hoskins Mill. Armed with an
oil can, Coote crawled under the running mill to oil some shafts and
other equipment. He was to be gone a short time. But he didn't come
out quickly, as anticipated. Bayless Moser became concerned and
went to look for him. Screws sticking from collars on the whirling
shafts had caught onto Coote's traditional bib overall garb.

"When my dad looked under there the screws had torn off all his
clothes, his overalls, underwear, everything down to his socks," Asa
Moser recalled. "He could have been killed. But he wasn't, and was
still smiling." That response was fairly typical for Bill Coote, who was
known as a jolly person, deeply religious and not prone to come out of
sticky situations swearing a blue streak.

Coote also featured in an accident detailed by W.C. "Pete" Frantz
in his book Timber Up The Luckiamute. In that account, Coote tried
to help two loggers cut a tree for his Hoskins Mill. He accidentally
felled it across the front end of a logging donkey engine. The donkey's
engineer was buried under fir boughs, but was not hurt.

As Frantz put it: "The engineer was pretty well covered up with
fir boughs and was in shock. I didn't know what his attitude would be
when he recovered so I told him who was responsible for his dilemma
and left. If the tree had fallen ten feet closer it would have killed the
man right there. We never did get any more free advice from Mr.
Coote."

Vanderburg and Cornutt spoke of hearing about a boy being
killed when he hopped aboard a log for a ride down a log chute at one
of Coote's mills. "It wasn't one of the employees, and it wasn't during
working hours," Cornutt said.

Such hazards often were met with humor on the part of fortunate
victims, stoicism on the part of those injured, and sometimes laughter
from fellow workers.

Gordon Davis recalled a sawyer in the Soap Creek mills who
broke his leg when a log rolled over it. "He fixed his leg and was back
a day or two later with a wooden leg contraption attached to his knee
that he could stand on to cut logs," Davis recalled.

And Asa Moser recalled another Coote accident that started
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"RUSTING SAWMILL WATER TANK"

Large amounts of water were required to keep steam traction engines operating.
This water tank sits partially crushed at a Coote mill site off Tampico Road.
Coote operated the mill in the late 1930s. A meter-long measuring stick shows
the relative size of the container, which sits near a series of wooden beam
fragments and metal rods. Former Coote mill worker Neil Vanderburg said the
rods and beams probably were used as tie-downs for the steam engine that ran
the mill. Vanderburg estimated the tank may have held more than 1,000 gallons
of water, which would have come from a nearby stream.
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Moser's father laughing.
"My dad told me that Coote had this old Model-T Ford, and

because of its gear box or something, you had to jack it up to start it.
Well, one day they had it jacked up and Bill (Coote) was trying to start
it. The thing jumped off the jack and ran him into a berry bush. My
father laughed about that. He shouldn't have, but he did."

There is little disagreement among those associated with mill
working that the job's a rough one. But many early-day mill workers
didn't have much choice but to stick to it if they were to earn a living.
Many early-day mill workers also were proud of their skills.

Coote mill worker Tom Stephenson, who was 80 years old at the
time of this writing, provides an example:

"I been in the sawmill business since I was 11 years old. My dad
died when I was 11 and I had a sister and a mother to take care of. The
first mill I worked at was the same one my dad worked at when he
died. I could do any job in a sawmill that needed to be done. Yeah, it
was a good life the sawmill life. It wasn't the best life in the world.
But if all you knew was sawmilling, that's what you had to do."

A CHANGED FOREST
Today, the Research Forests that once echoed with the sounds of

mill whistles, scream of saws and crash of trees is managed much like
a farm. The men who ran the mills are largely memories. The rem-
nants of their activities are scattered stumps occasionally wrapped
with bits of rusting cable, a burnt red coloring of broken bricks among
the surrounding ferns, and metal fragments sometimes unearthed by
bicyclists, hikers and students.

The timber industry itself is battered from all sides. Mills are
becoming fewer. The nation, whose earlier life was built from the toil
of working people such as Coote, Stephenson, Vanderburg, McKeehan,
Davis and their fellow "sawdust savages," prepares to enter a new
century. But the lore of the woods and sawmills is a significant part of
this region's past and Oregon State University's history.
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"SCATTERED SAWMILL ARTIFACTS"

Some sawmilling equipment remains at a Coote sawmill site off Tampico Road
on the northern fringe of the McDonald-Dunn Forest. Items photographed here
include two steel shafts, oil cans, an "Acme" beer can, and some glass bottles.
Former Coote mill employee Neil Vanderburg said that a funnel, or hood,
shown in the background might have been above a planer to suck wood shavings
out of the way. Many of the artifacts lie under, or were unearthed by,
windthrown timber, giving scant testimony to previous milling activities that
occurred there.
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"STUMPS AND CABLES"

Large cables wrapped around old-growth Douglas fir stumps are frequently all
that remain of many sawmill sites. This cable is wrapped around a stump on the
West Fork of Oak Creek, part of a mill operation there during the early part of
the 20th Century. A meter-long measuring stick gives a clue to the size of the
tree.
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"STATIONARY STEAM POWER"

Steam donkey engines, such as the one illustrated in this sketch by Ian Colpitts,
often provided power to run sawmills and logging equipment. The machine was
basically an upright boiler and firebox connected to pulleys and gears, which
are visible in the center of the drawing. The sketch is in the University's School
of Forestry collection housed at the Horner Museum.
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